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Food Manufacturing 
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Food Manufacturing 
 

What is Microsoft Dynamics AX for Food Manufacturing? 

Microsoft Dynamics AX gives food manufacturers the tools they need to plan for demand, help meet 

quality and compliance standards, and manage their inventory while maintaining excellent customer 

service. 
 

Microsoft Dynamics AX provides an easy-to-use, easy-to-understand 

way to create and manage recipes and formulas. With a single screen, 

users can review and maintain important information about the 

formula, as well as the individual ingredients.  

 

With robust planning and analysis tools in Microsoft Dynamics AX, you 

can model and manage an unlimited number of inputs and outputs 

through a recipe and formula management system. The business 

intelligence it delivers helps you to make timely adjustments in 

response to changes in the market and commodity prices. By effectively 

managing processing of costly ingredients, you can minimise overruns 

and short runs to reduce waste and meet customer demand. 

 

Key Features 

Approved Vendor Capability Attribute Tracking and Dynamic Recipe Adjustment 

Manage the vendor approval process per item with effective and 

expiration dates per item to ensure proper screening and 

compliance, and establish multi-level pricing for approved 

vendors. 

 

Define and maintain an unlimited number of qualitative and 

quantitative attributes at product and lot levels. Adjust formulas 

based on predefined ratios and scaling. 

Batch Attributes (Lot Characteristics) & Inheritance Batch Disposition 

Configure items in a manner where their products qualitative and 

quantitative characteristics and shelf life information can be 

inherited by the manufactured items from their ingredients. 

Restrict certain processes from using certain lots of inventory 

while being able to allow other processes from using or having 

visibility to the same. For example when inventory is newly 

received into the warehouse, it may have to be put on a 

temporary hold from shipping but should be available or visible 

for planning as being on hand or for customer reservations. 

 

Batch Optimization Best-before Dating 

Produce against provided or 

regulated batch sizes, and plan 

packaged finished goods to fully 

consume produced bulk product 

to increase yields and reduce 

waste. 

Know the correct inventory status for any given item and ship 

the right lot combinations to the specific ship-to location. 

Calculate lead times and look at available shelf life on a lot-by-

lot level, enabling customer service to ship lots that arrive with 

the correct shelf life remaining. Proactively manage safety stocks 

based on seasonality and pull shelf life challenged products for 

an overall reduction in charge backs and customer service 

issues. 

 

Bulk and Pack Planning Centralised Quality Control and Regulatory Support 

Produce against provided or regulated batch sizes, and plan 

packaged finished goods to fully consume produced bulk product 

to increase yields and reduce wastage. 

Use integrated quality control and lot traceability to link raw 

materials through the production process to final delivery. 

Facilitate regulatory compliance with agencies such as the FSA. 
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Catch Weight and Recipe-Based Units of Measure (UOM) 

 

 

 

Extensive Audit Trails 

Track and manage inventory simultaneously using two different 

UOMs, such as weight and rolls, or area and pieces. Use product 

current measurements rather than UOM conversion routines to 

increased visibility of inventory. Capture and use –as-produced 

“weights” or measurements to ensure accurate inventory 

management and costing. 

 

Incorporate electronic signature functionality into business 

processes, providing complete visibility and audit trails. 

Co-Product/By-Product Management Custom Item and Dimensionality Structure 

Support co-product and by-product planning and tracking to 

help optimise decisions, including analysing the attributes and 

costs of co-products and burden from by-products, as well as 

crediting those values to the appropriate finished goods. 

Define multiple inventory dimensions and gain insight into your 

stocking practices, including packaging codes, variations to the 

main item, lot management, and inventory status. Conduct 

comprehensive “where-used” analysis, including alternate 

formula and recipe tracking. 

 

Custom Product and Packaging Capabilities Demand Driven Supply Network 

Provide your customers with increased packaging flexibility by 

defining effective UOM. Enable customers to request multiple 

quality specifications per product while maintaining inventory 

visibility. Support highly flexible configurations and packaging 

types while combining similar products in production to improve 

machine utilization. 

 

Model and manage an unlimited number of inputs and outputs 

through recipe and formula management system. Define all of 

the resources of production including ingredients, co-products 

and by-products, machine, labour, utilities, and quality 

assurance variables. 

Detailed Production Cost Analysis Disassembly (Reverse Bill of Material (BOM) 

Analyse and monitor production costs and requirements for each 

component of a sales order using graphical representations of 

multi-level formulas and recipes. 

Manage the break down or processing of one or more material 

inputs to multiple end items through a single production 

process. 

 

Enhanced Picking Flexible Planning and Scheduling Tools 

Pull inventory in optimal sequence, employing “best before” 

management, and enabling customer service to ship lots that 

arrive with the correct amount of shelf life remaining. Employ 

either first expiry/first out (FEFO) or first in/first out (FIFO) 

calculations for inventory reservation and picking, thus reducing 

inventory and eliminating waste. 

Quickly adjust product mix to respond to changes in demand. 

Estimate the impact of different sales scenarios using “what-if” 

simulations. Schedule multiple package types and consider 

recurring or rework products when scheduling. Deploy finite or 

infinite capacity and materials scheduling, backward or forward 

scheduling, detailed scheduling by hours and minutes, or 

scheduling by day. 

 

Integrated Quality Control (QC) Capabilities Manufacturing Process Validation 

Know the correct inventory status for any given item, including 

designations for QC testing, QC and failed, and downgrade of 

product. Manage quarantined products throughout the QC 

process and track their release from quarantine. 

 

Accelerate and simplify compliance with requirements from 

regulatory agencies such as the FSA by validating manufacturing 

processes with Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

Promotional Goods Variable Inventory and Order Tracking 

Make special offers to customers by product or product families. 

Offer promotional goods as one-time or repeat items based on 

line item or total order volumes. 

Monitor inventory using multiple units of measure to manage 

inventory units as well as packaging units. Track order status 

using real-time updates on net purchasing, production and 

capacity requirements, and graphical symbols for each level of 

the formula. Use batch disposition codes to determine the 

availability of inventory for reservation, picking or shipping 

transactions of various inventory transactions. 

 

Yield Planning and Tracking Support for Different Operational Processes 

Establish yield standards in formulas and plan, track, and report 

actual yields. Quickly identify out-of-tolerance conditions, isolate 

the cause, and take corrective actions. Automatically plan for 

ingredients based on process yield by operation. 

Execute multiple production strategies, including configure-to-

order, assemble-to-order, make-to-stock, and make-to-order. 

Use both push and pull production control mechanisms. 
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Key Benefits 
 Balance production with demand for greater profitability. Use rebate promotion functionality to drive sales, 

manage trade promotion spend, compare sales against inventory status to adjust production as needed and 

eliminate waste by distributing inventory in optimal sequence using shelf life tracking and planning. 

 

 Help manage safety, quality, and compliance requirements. Document standard processes and track operations to 

meet detailed regulatory requirements. 

 

 Manage inventory with precision. Centrally manage co-products and by-products in your formulas and recipes, 

access inventory status for any item at any time and assign production and overhead costs to formula items and 

co-products. 

 

 Reduce manufacturing and labour costs. Monitor operations at a detailed level by keeping a close watch on yields 

and labour and tracking material usage, and plan production shifts to maximize capacity while maintaining your 

customer commitments. 

 

 Gain insight into costs and process efficiency. Understand and manage production schedules, capacity loadings, 

shop floor activities, and production costs. View up-to-the minute client, contract, and project details for an 

accurate accounting of profitability. 

 

 Enhance connectivity and communication. Maintain high production levels and on-time delivery rates by sharing 

real-time information about specifications, order status, and quality control (QC) testing among key departments 

and trading partners. 

 

 Improve inventory management. Create multi-dimensional inventory records and track ingredients throughout the 

supply chain. With accurate inventory status, you can implement effective recall procedures and maintain complete 

forward and backward traceability. 

 

 Respond quickly to changing market conditions. Capitalize on new opportunities as they arise by modelling 

production capabilities, quickly sharing engineering information, and adjusting product mix for changes in demand. 

 

 Maximize your IT investments. Tight integration with other Microsoft products extends Microsoft Dynamics AX 

capabilities to help ensure a fast return on investment. 

 

 

“It was a long process because it was our biggest ever IT project. We eventually went with 

Dynamics AX because it seemed the most economical and we liked its flexibility; we could 

bend it to fit our own needs. Other systems were more rigid.”  

Neil Copeland – IT Manager – Avondale Foods 
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